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Introduction 
The following will describe the functionality of the Environment Fade asset for Unreal Engine 4 and will 

get you up to speed on how to setup the fade working on your project. For the purposes of this 

documentation, I will be using the TopDown BP Template. 

Components 

Fade Trigger Component 
The Fade Trigger Component can be attached to any actor. You will want to attach this component to 

any actor that would trigger a fade of an object in the environment. Typically, you would attach this to 

your controlled character. The Fade Trigger Component will need to be initialized, as shown in the image 

below 
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Fade Component 
The Fade Component can be attached to any blueprint actor. You will want to attach this component to 

any actor that you want to fade out/in. Make sure that the actor you are attaching this component to 

includes at least one static mesh component.  

 

The static mesh will fade out, once an actor with a Fade Trigger Component intersects with it. In order 

for the Static Mesh to fade out/in, it’s material should include the MF_Fade material function, as 

explained in the Material Setup section. 
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Material setup 
The MF_Fade material function should be included and properly hooked up in the material of the static 

mesh mentioned above. Whatever object you would like to have fade out/in, its material should have 

the following: 

 Blending mode set to Masked 

 The MF_Fade material function should be connected to the Opacity Mask port of the material’s 

result node 

 

Summary 
Keep in mind that whichever static meshes you would like to fade in/out should have two things. 

 The Static Mesh material’s blending mode should be set to Masked and the MF_Fade material 

function should be connected to the Opacity Mask port of the material’s result node 

 The Actor which has the aforementioned Static Mesh Component(s) should include the Fade 

Component. 
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Configuration 

Fade Component 
The Fade Component has various configurable properties so you can get the most desired behavior out 

of your fading. 

Name Explanation 

Active Whether the fade is active or not 

Fade In Interpolation Speed How fast should the object fade in 

Fade Out Interpolation Speed How fast should the object fade out 

Static Mesh Component Tags To Fade The tags that should exist on the Static Mesh 
Component in order to be faded in/out. 
Explanation below. 

Use Tags To Fade Whether to use component tags for selective 
fade or fade the first instance of the Static Mesh 
Component on the actor. 

 

Static Mesh Component Tags To Fade 
Environment Fade offers you the option to selectively fade static meshes on actors that include multiple 

static mesh components. The way to do that is by making use of Component Tags. The way to do that is 

to perform the following: 

1. On any StaticMeshComponent(s) that you would like to fade, add a tag of your choosing, as 

shown below: 

 
 

2. In the Static Mesh Component Tags to Fade section, add the tags of your choosing. 
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3. Make sure the Use Tags to Fade option is checked. 

 

Fade Trigger Component 
The Fade Trigger Component has various configurable properties so you can get the most desired 

behavior out of your fading. 

Name Description 

Trace Method The trace method used to detect whether the 
character intersects with fade-able objects 
Options: 

- Box Trace 
- Line Trace 
- Sphere Trace 

Trace Width The width of the trace (only used in BoxTrace) 

Trace Height The height of the trace (only used in BoxTrace) 

Trace Complex Whether to detect complex collision or just 
simplified collisions 

Draw Debug Type Whether to draw debug type. Used for debugging 

Sphere radius The radius of the sphere used for tracing (only 
used in SphereTrace) 

 


